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Wireless local area networks (WLANs) provide untethered ac-
cess to digital data in both home and office environments. To pre-
serve mobility for extended periods of time, low power design is a
critical enabler. Low-power WLAN design requires consideration
at every level from the system topology, protocol, and radio archi-
tecture to the detailed circuit design. Every level is required to work
together in harmony to gain the maximum in power reduction. This
paper discusses the performance requirements and design tradeoffs
encountered in the design of minimal-power WLAN systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, design considerations for wireless local area
networks (WLANs)will be considered, specifically those net-
works designed to IEEE Standard 802.11, which has emerged
asa leadingstandard forhighdata rateapplications forbothof-
fice and home environments. Section II will briefly overview
the concepts behind wireless networking as well as the evolu-
tion of the 802.11 standard. Section II will also overview the
architectural and partitioning considerations which influence
low-power operation, and discuss high level concerns in the
three main components of the system including the front-end
radio, digital baseband processor (BBP), and the media ac-
cess control (MAC) unit, which interfaces with the host. Sec-
tions III–Vwill thendiscussarchitecturaland implementation
details of each of the main components as applied to a true
system for up to 11 Mb/s capability. Section VI completes the
paper with a look into the future.

II. BACKGROUND

The concept of a local area network allows the use of
wired or wireless media. However, the layering of LAN
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protocols defined in IEEE Standard 802-1990 [1] makes
several assumptions about the characteristics of the phys-
ical layer, which are valid for all wired media but not for
a wireless physical layer. These assumptions include full
connectivity among the stations connected to a given LAN,
physical isolation between co-located, independent LANs,
the existence of a readily discernable network boundary
that is under the control of the organization operating the
LAN, and a static network topology during the exchange of
protocol data units (PDUs) over the LAN. The protocols used
at and above the logical link control (LLC) sublayer for peer-
to-peer communication over a LAN implicitly assume that
the active stations are continuously accessible, that utility
power is available at the physical locations served by the
LAN, and that the bit error rate (BER) for communication
over the LAN is better than 10 . The MAC sublayer of IEEE
Standard 802.11 has to render these physical layer differences
transparent when viewed from the MAC service access point.
In order to provide access control for the shared medium,
addressing and recognition of frames in support of LLC,
frame check sequence generation and checking, and LLC
PDU delimiting, as required of any IEEE 802 MAC sublayer,
a number of additional functions are needed to compensate
for the different physical layer characteristics. This results in
IEEE 802.11 having one of the most complex MAC protocols
ever standardized. While the assumption of utility power is
the focus of this paper, all of the other assumptions and the
techniques to make them valid to the higher layers come
into play as additional functions requiring power and as such
threatening to shorten battery life.

Key system concepts that impact power are the cell size,
the physical layer transmission rate, the overhead associated
with the transmission (the efficiency of the protocol), the
ability to put the receiver to sleep, speed of wake-up, the effi-
ciency of the modulated waveform (as measured by at
a particular BER), antenna patterns, acquisition aids, system
frequency uncertainty and methods of combating multipath,
to name a few. In a minimum power system design we strive
to transmit as little as possible with low transmit power and
to have a low-power receiver that we can turn off completely
periodically.
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Fig. 1. Prism I radio architecture for up to 2 Mb/s data rate.

Fig. 2. Prism II radio architecture to support up to 11 Mb/s (802.11 b).

The IEEE 802.11 standard has been constructed to support
low-power operation. IEEE 802.11 is targeted at cell sizes on
the order of hundreds of feet with transmission rates of 1, 2,
5.5, and 11 Mb/s using efficient phase shift keying (PSK)
waveforms with processing gain and multipath protection.
The standard allows packet mode transmission at lengths up
to 2304 bytes with headers to aid in the acquisition of the car-
rier and symbol timing. The use of PSK waveforms together
with the relatively small cell sizes allows power amplifiers
to be on the order of only 20 mW. The output power require-
ment is a significant driver for total system power. In order
to reduce power, the goal is to reduce the time that the trans-
mitter is on and to transmit with as low a power as possible
consistent with the range and interference levels.

The requirement of 25 ppm oscillators allow acquisition
without sweeping frequency or timing, thus adding to the ef-
ficiency of the protocol without increasing the cost unneces-
sarily. This efficiency gain is possible because of the reduced
preamble used for acquisition and increases the system ca-
pacity for a given physical layer raw data rate.

A. Radio Architectures to Support Low Power

This section describes the radio architectural issues in-
volving power consumption. Two generations of network in-

terface card (NIC) architectures are contrasted to compare
the changes made to reduce power. Intersil Corporation (for-
mally Harris Semiconductor) has developed two network in-
terface cards meeting the requirements of IEEE 802.11. The
first is called Prism I and meets the requirements of the orig-
inal standard published in 1997. The second is called Prism
II and implements the high rate extensions developed by the
IEEE 802.11 Task Force B. Both cards are supported by an
integrated chip set for maximum cost reduction and minimal
power. The Prism II radio makes a set of architectural im-
provements over the Prism I design which reduce power and
cost while improving performance. One or both architectures
implements the following power and cost savings:

transmit power control;
use of a single SAW filter;
use of a single oscillator;
half duplex radio with unused portions turned off;
sleep modes for fast recovery;
low-power acquisition mode;
lower voltage operation.

The Prism I architecture is shown in Fig. 1 and the Prism
II architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The Prism II network in-
terface card reference design is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Prism II network interface card.

Transmit power control is implemented in Prism II as an
improvement over the previous radio. Transmit power control
provides the capability of adjusting the transmitted power
at the transmit IF to maintain a constant output power at the
antenna port. This increases power efficiency by allowing
the power amplifier to operate closer to its compression
point without concern for overdriving it and increasing
the sidelobes beyond what is allowed in the standard or by
the regulatory domains. Without transmit power control,
the tolerances in the transmit chain routinely have2-dB
variation over process and another4-dB variation over
temperature. In the absence of transmit power control and in
order to be certain that the power amplifier is not overdriven
over production quantities, the transmit power must be
backed off by at least 4 dB even when the process variation
is removed at manufacturing test. To achieve the same power
at the antenna, the power amplifier, which is sized for higher
transmit power and then backed off by as much as 4 dB, will
draw significantly more power than a lower total power am-
plifier that is operating close to its compression point. While

adding transmit power control adds some additional system
complexity, it allows for a significant decrease in transmit
power. This is accomplished by providing a power measuring
capability at the power amplifier output and feeding back
this measurement to a control loop, which steers the transmit
power to the correct value.

The use of a single SAW filter for both transmit and receive
primarily reduces the cost of the radio with no increase in
power.

Prism I radios used two oscillators, one for the RF and IF
synthesizers, and a separate oscillator for the baseband pro-
cessor and MAC. This allows for improved isolation between
the RF/IF and digital sections. Through the use of careful
layout the Prism II design allows the use of a single oscillator
saving both cost and power. The single oscillator provides the
reference for the synthesizers, the carrier timing and symbol
timing as well as the clock to the MAC. At the system level,
this allows the use of a new IEEE 802.11 feature where the
baseband processor can take advantage of the fact that the
carrier and symbol timing are locked, allowing both to be
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tracked. This feature improves performance without sacri-
ficing power.

Since the 802.11 Protocol is half duplex, then only half of
the radio circuitry is used at any one time. One obvious sav-
ings is to turn off the circuitry which is not being used. The
method of accomplishing this is via the media access con-
troller (MAC) which is controlling the radio. Separate power
control enable lines are provided for the overall radio, the
power amplifier, the receive RF, IF and baseband, and the
transmit RF. These control lines allow sections of the cir-
cuitry to be put to sleep with rapid recovery when awakened.
A series of power states can be defined.

NIC Power Down—All functions are powered down.
Recovery time includes starting and initializing the
MAC, loading the initial values and starting the radio,
synthesizer loading and acquisition, system slot time
acquisition, channel scanning, beacon acquisition,
system authentication. No power is required.
Radio Deep Sleep—Allows all initialization registers to
be remembered, system beacon timing is remembered,
system slot timing is remembered, last good channel
is remembered, system authentication is remembered.
This requires that the MAC be running while the radio
is turned off. Only the synthesizers must reacquire on
power up.
NIC Sleep Mode—The MAC is clocked with a low rate
clock (such as a 32-KHz watch crystal). This allows
all initialization registers to be remembered, last good
channel is remembered,systemauthentication is remem-
bered, beacon timing can be maintained. Slot timing is
lost, synthesizers must be reloaded and reacquire.
Radio Receive—Synthesizers are never turned off so
that switching between transmit and receive is very
rapid. All transmit functions except the synthesizers
which are used for both transmit and receive are turned
off during receive.
Radio Transmit—All receive functions are turned off
except the synthesizers which are used for both transmit
and receive.

In most IEEE 802.11 networks, the network interface card
spends most of its time in receive mode looking for a packet
header. Significant power savings can be achieved by:

a) turning off the receiver periodically;
b) controlling the acquisition circuitry to reduce power in

noise.
IEEE 802.11 accommodates power savings by a defined

mode that allows the receiver to turn off between beacons and
to be alerted during a beacon that the access point has data
for it. This system level power saving mode can be the most
effective of all. This is described in more detail in Section V.

By taking advantage of signal detectors in the baseband
processor, significant power saving can be achieved by not
running the complex portions of the acquisition circuitry ex-
cept when a likely candidate for a packet header is found.
Section IV describes this technique.

Finally, Prism II operates at 3 V while Prism I operates at
5 V. This alone makes a significant power improvement and
is discussed further in Section III.

III. FRONT-END PARTITIONING AND CIRCUIT

CONSIDERATIONS

Front–end circuitry for the Prism II WLAN system in-
cludes everything between the antenna and the data acqui-
sition networks in the digital BBP (Section IV). These are
essentially the components that make up the radio portion
of the system. Some of the details pertaining to the radio de-
sign will be considered in order to understand relevant power
tradeoffs.

A. Front-End System Requirements

The simultaneous requirements to support the short pre-
amble capability for high data rate operation and compen-
sate for multipath channel induced distortions create sev-
eral challenges for the front-end radio design. On the receive
side, multipath compensation takes the form of a DS-based
RAKE processor in the Prism II architecture. For proper op-
eration, all processing preceding the RAKE must be linear
which means the entire RF, IF, and analog baseband sec-
tions. Further, due to the large dynamic range of signals that
must be handled by the radio, automatic gain control (AGC)
circuitry is necessary to maintain linearity throughout the
analog signal processing chain. The Short Preamble option
severely constrains the allotted time for the AGC system
to settle, where 10 s is a typical design limit. The actual
AGC circuitry is given an even smaller time to achieve its
gain change (under 1s) in order to allow for maximum
integration time. The constraint of linear processing affects
the receiver design in the very first amplifier stage (a low
noise amplifier or LNA) due to the large maximum signal
of 4 dbm that the standard requires. The LNA stage is not
able to efficiently handle this large signal unless some AGC
or attenuation is applied at RF. However, the sensitivity or
minimum signal to be processed is90 dbm, resulting in a
large AGC range ( 90 db) that cannot be achieved entirely
at RF due to isolation issues. Thus, the requirement for linear
processing throughout the receiver prior to the RAKE re-
quires some combination of RF and IF or baseband analog
AGC that settles quickly. Gain/AGC partitioning affects the
receiver power required because of signal swing and speed
of settling, so is a critical concern for low-power design.

Another important factor which will effect radio perfor-
mance (power) occurs at the analog and digital baseband
interface where the baseband analog I/Q signals connect
to the I/Q A/D inputs on the receiver side or the I/Q DAC
outputs on the transmit side. It is possible to ac couple at this
interface, which has the advantage of eliminating dc offsets.
However, this will compromise performance and also slow
down transmit-to-receive or receive-to-transmit switching
times. For these reasons, a dc coupled interface is preferred.
Dc coupling requires low offset voltages10 mV to ensure
excellent carrier suppression on the transmit side, and is
necessary to provide maximum A/D dynamic range on the
receive side. These levels of dc offset must be achieved
through inherent low offset circuitry or dc correction tech-
niques. Such approaches increase total power fractionally,
but are critical for proper operation.
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Fig. 4. Prism II system emphasizing the radio architecture.

Analog impairments play a role in any digital communi-
cation system, but as the performance of the radio increases,
their significance can become critical. The 11-Mb/s system
is more sensitive to certain impairments. Quadrature imbal-
ances can cause increased packet error rates (PER). Gain bal-
ance of 1 db and phase balance2 degrees for the en-
tire processing chain are necessary for a high-performance
system. Phase jitter on any local oscillator is another sen-
sitive error. System simulations show that integrated phase
jitter 3 degrees rms over a 10–750-KHz bandwidth is re-
quired for oscillators in the Prism II architecture.

Distortion and spurious responses are critical in all radio
designs and are further compounded in these applications by
the low supply voltage of 3 V under which all circuits must
operate. On the receive side, distortion can be generated by
adjacent channel or large out-of-band signals. The linearity
of RF circuits as specified by the well-known third-order
intercept (IP3) and the selectivity of front-end filters will
primarily determine the interference immunity of the radio
from these undesired signals. Analog I/Q baseband circuitry
have a different set of distortion challenges. In order to
cancel large multipath signals, the RAKE processor in the
DSP section must linearly process these signals. Requiring
linear processing of multiple signals increases the peak to
rms (sometimes called crest factor) of the waveform and
forces the circuitry to have increased dynamic range, which
requires higher power (to assure linearity). Worst case total
harmonic distortion requirements are1% across the full
dynamic range. On the transmit side, the standard specifies
a certain spectral mask, which has the familiar filtered

characteristic. Any in-band distortions can impact
this spectral mask. Power efficient transmit design usually
allots the highest power components the greatest distortion,
the principal being that power efficiency increases with
decreasing linearity. For this reason, the transmit chain
should permit the final power amplifier stage to be the least
linear. This means all components preceeding the power
amplifier should add very little distortion. Regulatory bodies
like the FCC also limit any spurious emissions, which means

distortion components or other signals must be minimized
by a combination of inherent circuit techniques and filtering
in the Tx chain.

Noise is a fundamental limitation that is made worse by the
11-Mb/s system due to the increasing requirement. In
order to maintain range, it is desirable considering the link
budget that receiver noise figure (NF) be minimized. This
low NF must also be achieved in a system that has antenna
diversity (two antennas for mobile applications is typical).
For a typical receiver chain following the antennas there is a
diversity antenna switch, band select filter, and transmit/re-
ceive switch before the signal gets to the first LNA stage.
These other components preceding the LNA can have typi-
cally 3 db of loss resulting in a 3-db NF before the LNA stage.
Thus, it can be challenging to achieve a desired system NF,
typically 7 db. Further, if enough gain is not generated at
RF, the IF stages that follow can contribute significantly to
the system NF.

B. Architecture and Circuit Partitioning

Prism II is a single IF conversion architecture. The single
IF architecture meets high performance requirements while
minimizing external components and power. Alternative
architectures like digital IF and zero IF have disadvantages
for this application. Digital IF architectures are capable of
achieving excellent performance as many analog impair-
ments are eliminated. However, digital IF systems require
increased power and complexity due to the fast sampling
rates required. Zero IF architectures minimize external
components. The disadvantages of zero IF systems are in
the areas of performance and practical implementation. The
single IF architecture strikes the best balance considering
the many tradeoffs and is illustrated in Fig. 4 for Prism II.

Referring to Fig. 4, the front-end receive chain begins at
the antennas and ends at the A/D interface in the HFA3861
baseband processor. The transmit chain begins at the D/A
interface in the baseband processor and ends at the antennas.
The 2.4-GHz ISM band RF signal must be converted first to
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an intermediate frequency (IF) and finally to quadrature (I/Q)
baseband signals which range from DC-8.5 MHz. The higher
the IF frequency selected, the easier it will be for RF filters
to attenuate unwanted image and LO signals. However, too
high an IF frequency can cause increased power and potential
stability issues for high–gain IF stages (e.g., Rx IF AGC).
374 MHz is the IF frequency for Prism II, which resulted
from these considerations as well as an analysis of potential
mixing products.

Important factors driving front-end circuit partitioning
are performance, power, isolation, packaging, cost, and
technology. The performance of 2.4-GHz RF circuits are
critically influenced by the package selected. For example,
the transmit power amplifier stage (HFA3963) delivers
about 100 mW of linear output power and utilizes nearly
50% of the entire radio transmit supply current. If the
power efficiency of this stage is compromised, the entire
radio power efficiency will suffer. To gain the best power
efficiency for a single-ended 50- type power amplifier,
ground lead inductances must be extremely low1 nH. It
takes specialized packages and many bond wires to achieve
these levels of inductance. For this reason, it makes the most
technical and economic sense to put the power amplifier
function in a dedicated IC. The RF and IF functions of the
radio must next be partitioned. The IF SAW (surface acoustic
wave) component is a bandpass filter at the IF frequency.
It has nearly ideal frequency selectivity characteristics that
are impractical to produce in an integrated circuit design.
The SAW functions as the primary adjacent channel and
interference blocking filter in the receive chain, and can
be reused to remove spurious responses in the transmit
chain. The RF and IF functions will meet at the SAW
interface. For this reason, this interface is a natural place
to consider dividing the functions, particularly considering
the large size of the SAW. It would be difficult to maintain
isolation around one RF and IF IC that had to interface to
a SAW as well as other RF filters. Chip isolation is another
consideration. The most sensitive RF function is the low
noise amplifier in the receive chain; it must handle signals
down to the microvolt level. Integrating all the RF and IF
functions in a single IC would drive the pin count up and
risk greater noise/interference since each additional pin has
a potentially interfering signal. In addition, the practical
board-level layout concerns and board component isolation
(e.g., leakage into the SAW filter) make it more practical to
divide the RF and IF functions into separate ICs.

C. Front-End IC Description

Fig. 5 shows the RF/IF IC. It consists of the receive side of
a gain selectable LNA, downconvert mixer, and synthesizer.
On the transmit side, there is the upconvert mixer, drive am-
plifier, and synthesizer. Receive and transmit circuitry can
co-exist on the IC due to the half duplex operation of the
radio where only one is on at a time. It was a goal of the de-
sign for cost reasons to try and eliminate the need for any
external RF filters. For example, the image reject filter be-
tween the LNA and downconvert mixer on the receive side

Fig. 5. RF to IF converter.

could be eliminated if on-chip tuning networks could signif-
icantly attenuate image signals thereby preventing a noise
figure degradation. On the transmit side, there is the same
concern between the upconvert mixer and the drive ampli-
fier, where image signals can cause linearity issues for the
amplifier. There is the additional requirement on the transmit
side of LO leakage being amplified without a filter between
stages. Again, with on-chip tuning networks and isolation
techniques to remove LO, both of these goals are met for
this design. There is an additional filtering requirement at
the IF port to utilize a single external SAW filter. This re-
quires combining the Rx and Tx IF ports. Isolation and per-
formance degradation are concerns, but through circuit and
isolation techniques the goal of having a reuseable IF SAW
are achieved.

The cascaded gain of the Rx LNA/mixer is 25 db. Com-
bined with a SSB (single sideband) NF of 3.7 db gives
excellent sensitivity and effectively masks the impact of
IF noise performance. The third-order intercept point of

13 dbm provides more than adequate linearity perfor-
mance. The LNA is gain selectable with a low gain mode,
which gives a cascaded gain of5 db and input 1 db
compression point (P1 db) of 2.5 dbm. This RF gain
control is necessary as explained in the system requirements
discussion. The transmit chain combination of mixer/drive
amplifier has a cascaded gain of 25 db and an output P1 db
of 4 dbm. The LO output level is typically 50 dbm
without external RF filtering. The transmit chain requires no
external components for matching.

A 2.4-GHz programmable synthesizer is integrated on the
RF part. Isolation and noise floor characteristics are major
factors influencing this design. Differential high-frequency
logic is used to combat isolation concerns and process
2.4-GHz signals. Once the logic signals are at low enough
frequency, the integration and power efficiencies of CMOS
logic are applied. In any phase locked loop system, within
its loop bandwidth the synthesizer can dominate the close in
phase noise performance. For this reason, this synthesizer
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Fig. 6. IF/BB converter.

design incorporates circuitry to eliminate the so-called
“dead zone.” A dead zone occurs when the finite charge
pump response time of the synthesizer cannot keep up with
very narrow correction pulses as directed by the closed loop
system. When the charge pump is in a dead zone, the system
is running open loop and the noise performance is degraded.
Eliminating this zone of open loop operation has a positive
effect on the overall phase jitter of the system and helps
minimize the total charge pump current.

Referring to Fig. 6, the IF to baseband IC integrates all
the Transmit and Receive functions necessary to process IF
and analog baseband signals,. The receiver has an IF energy
detector, high-gain AGC amplifier, quadrature demodulator,
low-pass filter, dc offset correction circuitry, and a 2X IF syn-
thesizer. The transmit chain consists of a quadrature modu-
lator and summer, IF AGC amplifier, and a 2X IF synthe-
sizer. A 2X IF LO (e.g., Prism II with MHz used
a 748-MHz LO input) is used so that digital divide by 2 cir-
cuitry, which gives excellent quadrature balance over a broad
frequency range, can be implemented. The rest of the IF syn-
thesizer is similar to the RF part. Again, a single IF port is
shared by the Rx and Tx chains in order to reuse the external
IF SAW filter. The entire Rx and Tx signal paths are differ-
ential to minimize isolation concerns.

The receive IF chain begins with the energy detector,
which is used to determine if RF gain control is necessary.
The output of this detector is sent to the baseband processor
IC, where it is compared against a threshold and the appro-
priate digital control signal is provided to the RF part. The IF
AGC amplifier follows next in the chain. This amplifier has
a maximum high gain mode of 49 db of voltage gain at up to
600 MHz and a NF of 6.5 db. At the minimum gain setting,
the AGC amplifier has 23 db of voltage gain and an input
P1 db of 2 dbm (1.1 Vpp at 250- impedance). The analog
AGC switching is accomplished in600 nanoseconds for a
full scale change to within 1 db. The ac coupled quadrature
demodulator is next. The requirement for2 degrees of
phase balance is achieved by the previously discussed divide
by 2 circuitry up to a 1.2 GHz 2X LO input. A pair of two
pole baseband low-pass filters used for anti-aliasing with
20 db of fixed voltage gain complete the signal path. In order
to minimize the dc offset 10 mV after the filters, it is nec-
essary to provide a dc offset correction loop. The dc offset

Fig. 7. Power amplifier.

correction can be run during transmit operation or when the
radio is not actively receiving packets. The circuitry senses
and corrects the dc offset by utilizing a digital loop, which
has the advantage of infinite memory. The ac coupled AGC
amplifier is shut down during this dc correction, while the
demodulator and low-pass filters are active. The AGC loop
is controlled by the baseband processor IC, which uses a
sophisticated digital control loop.

The transmit IF section begins with the quadrature modu-
lator, which performs in a manner similar to the receive de-
modulator. The modulator has the additional requirement of
low carrier suppression 30 dbc, which means any dc off-
sets before or inherent in the modulator must be minimized.
A transmit IF AGC is next. Power control is implemented in
the Prism II radio by utilizing a power detector at the power
amplifier output, which is fed back to an A/D on the base-
band processor. After digitally processing this power signal,
a D/A on the baseband processor will send the AGC level to
the Tx IF AGC. Power control is important to the radio de-
sign to compensate for variation in the transmit chain from
radio to radio, across channels, or over temperature. The Tx
AGC output is typically a 10 dbm signal into a 250 dif-
ferential load. The AGC has over 70 db of attenuation range
and maintains greater than 10 db compression margin above
the output signal level in order to minimize any spectral re-
growth.

The last of the three front-end ICs to discuss is the power
amplifier shown in Fig. 7. This two-stage amplifier design
typically delivers 18 dbm of linear power into a single
ended 50- load. The linearity of the amplifier as determined
by its adjacent channel power rejection (ACPR) specifica-
tion must be 30 dbc to meet the 802.11 IEEE Standard.
This amplifier requires no negative power supply like many
GaAs amplifiers and has integrated bias and tuning networks
on-chip. The integrated power detector function is accurate
to within 1 db and allows precise power control of the radio
and is key in maximizing power efficiency.
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Fig. 8. Baseband processor.

D. Front-End IC Technology

Each of the front-end ICs presented particular challenges
that influenced the choice of technology. It was decided for
reasons particular to each IC to use what ended up being
the same SiGe BiCMOS technology for all three ICs. The
technology selected is a state-of-the-art process that includes
triple-level metal, 0.35 m CMOS, trench isolation, and 60
GHz Fmax bipolar transistors. Both the RF and PA parts re-
quire on-chip spiral inductors to minimize external matching
components. These inductors require an excellent quality
factor , which is achieved by using last metal with trench
isolation under the metal. Further, both the RF and PA parts
must have excellent power efficiency for this portable appli-
cation. The high Ft’s and Fmax’s made available by the SiGe
bipolar transistors allowed for RF power performance previ-
ously found only in GaAs technologies. The ultra-low-base
resistance of SiGe transistors is another important consid-
eration that gives a significant improvement in noise figure
performance of the LNA and mixers. The RF and IF parts
both required synthesizers which cannot be efficiently, from
a power or area standpoint, built without CMOS logic. In
addition, the large amount of functionality in the IF part
including significant amounts of dc offset correction circuitry
required additional CMOS circuitry. Therefore, the 0.35-m
CMOS allowed high levels of integration with low power. The
overall front-end Tx and Rx signal chains had a nearly 50%
reduction in power compared to the previous generation of
product and technology.The high level of integration includes
integrated synthesizers and eliminates external filters. This
results in a nearly 50% reduction in the front-end IC costs to
the end customers. Finally, these savings are possible while
also increasing the overall front-end performance of this
11–Mb/s WLAN radio.

IV. BASEBAND PARTITIONING AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the low-power consumption con-
siderations for the digital BBP of the Prism II system,
again capable of 1-, 2-, 5.5-, and 11-Mb/s direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) operations at 2.4 GHz. The DSSS
spreading-code chip rate is 11 MHz. The BBP consists
of the transmit section, carrier detect section, acquisition
section and tracking section as shown in Fig. 8 [2]–[4]. Each
of these sections contributes to the BBP power budget when
operating in a WLAN. The 802.11 WLAN packet-based
protocol establishes a BBP that cycles through well-de-
fined states. When the radio is awake, the most common
BBP state is listening for a valid signal. This is called
carrier-detect processing, and figures heavily into the power

budget. If a valid signal is detected, the BBP transitions to
the acquisition state. The acquisition state derives antenna
diversity decision, timing offset, carrier frequency offset, a
multipath-channel estimate, and optional equalizer design.
The acquisition processing has the highest receive-mode
power consumption per unit time, since its computation
complexity is highest among all the receive states. This high
power draw is mitigated by the short duration. It typically
lasts less than 50s and is a small overhead compared to the
800- s duration of an 11-Mb/s 1-kB packet transmission.
The tracking processing follows acquisition and recovers
the transmitted information bits. The tracking processing
performs channel-match-filtering, codeword correlation, op-
tional equalization, and carrier-and-time tracking. Typically
many stations reside in a cell, but only one is transmitting
at a time. Since the BBP recovers data from every packet
which it hears, it is important to minimize tracking state
power draw. The transmit state is entered whenever a packet
is available for transmission and the channel is deemed
clear. The transmit state is high power draw because of the
PA. The following subsections provide more detail about
the BBP processing sections.

A. BBP Transmit Section

Several techniques can be used to make the BBP transmit
section power efficient. The BBP transmit section presents
a signal to the DACs, which is optionally generated either
at I/Q baseband or at a digital IF. The I/Q baseband option
consumes less power in the digital circuitry. On the other
hand, the digital IF produces less distortion by eliminating
dc offsets and I/Q amplitude-and-phase imbalances. The
digital IF requires higher clock speeds, more-intensive
digital transmit filtering and higher bit-precision DACs.
Consequently, an I/Q baseband approach is more commonly
used for power-sensitive WLAN applications. The digital IF
will become more common as increasingly higher data rates
are demanded by the marketplace. The higher data rates
require the additional fidelity of a digital IF to minimize
interference caused by the poorer I/Q balance of an analog
based quadrature IF.

For DSSS modulation and I/Q baseband DACs, the
transmit section tends to be the simplest component in the
baseband processor, so the corresponding power drain is
minimal. However, care must be taken to minimize the
power-drain required for digital transmit filtering.

Transmit filter power drain can be reduced by using a
ROM lookup of the transmit samples, rather than performing
the power-intensive multiply-accumulate required by a
convolution. This is accomplished by exploiting the fact that
the DSSS codewords use BPSK and QPSK spreading chips.
BPSK is a two phase modulation , and QPSK is a
four phase modulation . Consequently, the
in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary) baseband compo-
nents can be described as impulse sequences containing only

’s and ’s. To achieve the desired spectral shaping, these
impulse sequences are applied to a digital transmit filter. An
FIR filter is commonly used, since an IIR prevents use of a
ROM lookup. The FIR filter has a finite span. If the ’s are
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assigned 1’s and the ’s are assigned 0’s, the 1’s and 0’s in
the FIR tap delay line act as an address. Consequently, the FIR
output samples can be stored in a ROM and the chip impulse
1’s and 0’s used to address the appropriate output samples.
Each polyphase up-sample FIR uses a different ROM table.

The PRISM II chipset uses an I/Q baseband approach
and runs the 6-bit transmit DACs at 4 the chip rate. Four
polyphase ROMs are used to synthesize the transmit signal
at 4 the chip rate. The ROMs output 6-bit samples to the
DACs. The same ROM is used for both the I and Q channels.

B. BBP Carrier Sense Section

When not in a sleep mode, the radio spends most of its
time carrier-sense processing, so it is important to minimize
BBP power draw here. Carrier-sense processing is used
for both clear-channel-assessment (CCA) and acquisition
activation. The protocol stipulates that a transmission is not
initiated unless the channel is deemed clear. The channel
is deemed clear if carrier sense is low. Carrier sense can
be accomplished by jointly monitoring AGC behavior
and Barker codeword correlation. The preamble spreading
sequence is an 11-chip Barker code

. This same spreading sequence is
used for the data payload portion of 1- and 2-Mb/s packets.

In an AGC’d receiver, the AGC can be used as part of
the carrier sense and is a low-power process. A significant,
sudden increase in received signal power denotes the prob-
able onset of a packet. The application may or may not care
about very weak signals, say less than a 3-dB SNR. If these
weak signals can be ignored, a great deal of power savings is
realized by shutting down digital processing until the AGC
detects a signal above the 3-dB threshold. If very weak signal
reception is a goal, Barker correlation can be used for carrier
detection. The 1-Mb/s signal is capable of operating at an
SNR of 0 dB, so here Barker correlation on the noise floor is
important.

Barker correlation is used to detect weak signals and to
qualify strong signals as valid or not valid. Barker correlation
is accomplished with low-power draw because it can be ac-
complished with merely adds and subtracts. Microwave-oven
radiation is an example of an invalid strong signal. The pre-
amble consists of biphase-modulated 11-chip Barker code-
words. Barker codes have a nearly impulsive autocorrelation
function. A signal containing a repetition of Barker codes is
deemed valid by the receiver. This repetitious characteristic
is distinguishable even in the presence of heavy multipath.
The Barker code provides more than 10 dB of spreading gain.

C. BBP Acquisition Section

If a valid signal is detected, acquisition processing derives
the antenna diversity decision, the timing offset, the carrier
frequency offset, multipath channel estimation, and optional
equalizer design. In this state, power drain can be minimized
during antenna selection and channel-impulse-response esti-
mation.

The antenna diversity decision can be made by either se-
lecting the antenna with the most power or by choosing the
antenna with the least amount of multipath. The AGC is used

Fig. 9. RAKE receiver for 1- and 2-Mb/s signal reception.

Fig. 10. RAKE receiver for 5.5- and 11-Mb/s signal reception.

to measure the amount of power on an antenna. Choosing the
antenna with the least amount of multipath is more compu-
tationally intensive and timeline consuming, since a multi-
path estimate is required. Choosing the antenna with the most
power is simple and results in the lowest power drain.

The timing-offset is eliminated by centering codeword de-
tection on the multipath profile. The multipath profile is esti-
mated via Barker correlation. The frequency offset is elimi-
nated by measuring the amount of signal rotation that occurs
on successive Barker codewords.

The multipath estimate is used to design the channel
matched filter (CMF). Ideally the CMF is the time-re-
versed, conjugate of the channel impulse response (CIR).
There are low-complexity multipath-estimation algorithms
and high-complexity algorithms. The high-complexity
algorithms provide higher fidelity. The simplest way to
estimate the channel is to coherently average the Barker
correlator’s output over multiple received codewords. The
frequency/phase estimate establishes the coherence. The
Barker codeword does not have a truly impulsive autocorre-
lation function. Nevertheless, it oft-times provides sufficient
fidelity for most applications. The biphase modulation of
the Barker word during the preamble helps minimize the
correlation sidelobe distortion through sidelobe modulation.

D. BBP Tracking Section

The power drain during tracking can be minimized in the
channel-matched-filtering stage and codeword-correlation
stage.

1) RAKE Receiver:The heart of a high-performance
802.11 DSSS modem is the RAKE receiver. The RAKE
receiver approaches an optimal matched-filter receiver for
communications in multipath and noise [5]–[7]. While mul-
tiple canonical forms exist, the most efficient architecture for
802.11 high-rate transmissions requires that the codeword
correlator follow the channel matched filter (CMF) as shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. In most references, the codeword corre-
lator is shown in front of the channel matched filter (CMF).
The opposite is preferred here because of the large number
of codewords. These are the two computationally dominate
blocks in the RAKE. The CMF consists of a complex tap for
each multipath finger. Each multipath finger has a unique
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amplitude and phase. Usually, only a few bits of precision
are required to model each channel-finger in the CMF.

To save power, only the strongest multipath fingers should
be tracked. This reduces the number of complex multiplies
required when convolving the signal with the CMF. PRISM
II uses a channel matched filter with a resolution of two sam-
ples/chip. However, the output of the CMF is decimated to
the chip rate. Power savings is realized by performing mul-
tiply accumulates only at the chip rate.

For 1- and 2–Mb/s reception, codeword correlation is ac-
complished using a single codeword—the Barker code. For
11-Mb/s reception, correlation is required for 64 different
codewords. At 11 Mb/s, 6 bits are mapped to 1-of-64 code-
words and 2 bits are mapped to 1-of-4 quadriphase rotations
of the selected codeword. It is important to make the corre-
lation for 64 codewords efficient. The next section explains
how this can be accomplished at 11 Mb/s.

2) Fast CCK Transform:The DSSS spreading codes for
5.5 and 11 Mb/s use eight chips per codeword, rather than
the 11 chips of the 1- and 2-Mb/s modes. All data rates use a
chip rate of 11 MHz. The eight chips are taken from a class of
codes called complementary code keying (CCK). The CCK
codes are defined in [8] and are a type of Walsh code gener-
alized to complex elements. Just like Walsh codes, CCK can
be decoded using a modified fast Walsh transform (FWT).

Ideal codes for use in multipath would have impulsive au-
tocorrelation functions and zero cross-correlation functions.
Since this cannot be realized in practice, the idea behind com-
plementary codes is to make the composite sum of individual
autocorrelation functions combine to an impulse. This prop-
erty is called complementary. In [8], the codes are formed
by first making a kernel which is one complementary pair
from which all other complementary sequences can be de-
rived. The kernel is formed using Golay’s rule for length
expansion. As shown in [8], if we start with the length 4
sequence , where and ,
a recursive rule for expansion is: and

. Thus, the length 8 sequence
is .

Using these codes, the next step is to find orthog-
onal subsets (where is the length of the code) for this code.
These subsets are formed from the even ordered single ele-
ments, pairs and quads. According to [9], each subset can be
given a different phase without disturbing the complemen-
tary code characteristics. The following equation represents
this set of codes based on the kernel given above for .
Each phase variable is four-valued. This equation derives all
the codewords used in the high-rate extension of 802.11 at
2.4 GHz. Sixty–four base codewords exist, and the others
are just quadriphase rotations of the base 64 (see (4.1) at the
bottom of the page).

Fig. 11. Modified fast Walsh transform: basic fast Walsh (BFWB).

Based on this analysis, the minimum distance between two
different complementary codes is symbols. Therefore,
it is possible to correct symbol errors. If phases
are possible, this yields a minimum Euclidean distance of

(4.2)

The four phase variables each take on values of
, and there are 256 possible eight-chip codes. These

codes have an inherent “Walsh” type structure that allow a
simple butterfly implementation of the decoder. Although it
is possible to squeeze a few more complementary codes out
of this eight-chip set, the rest of the codes cannot be decoded
with the modified fast Walsh transform.

Fig. 11 shows the basic fast Walsh block, which brings in
eight chips of soft decision data shown here by ,
and produces 16 possible correlations for given values of
and . Each individual chip takes on the value or

. Hence, the fast transform can be implemented using only
adds, subtracts, and real-imaginary data swapping. For addi-
tional information on signaling and coding waveforms, see
[10]–[25].

Fig. 12 shows all 256 possible correlator outputs.

E. Additional BBP Power Considerations

The WLAN protocol is amenable to various power saving
modes. The system can be configured to allow the radio to be
dormant for prescribed periods of time, with the radio waking
up at intervals. The time to resume stable operation after
being in “sleep” mode is an important consideration. While
simply turning off the supply voltage to the baseband would

(4.1)
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Fig. 12. Modified fast Walsh transform.

seem to be the ultimate power savings mode, it is in fact im-
practical. The MAC (media access controller) chip must re-
main active to restart the radio, as well as control TX and RX
operations. Interface lines between a powered-up chip and an
unpowered device are unwieldy, and the loss of programmed
register settings and learned behavior of the baseband makes
powering down the device undesirable.

The mixed signal blocks were designed with two levels
of standby. The first level maintains bias networks which al-
lows for return to stable operation within 2s of appropriate
signal assertion. The second level allows complete shutdown
to reduce standby currents to CMOS leakage levels. Several
milliseconds are required to return to stable operation.

The Prism II architecture has two separate blocks, one
for 1 and 2 Mb/s and a second for 5.5 and 11 Mb/s. The
progressive scaling in clock speeds required by each block
naturally suggests multiple clock domains for the various
receive and transmit functions that maximize power. How-
ever, this conflicts with the desire for fast and uncompli-
cated gate synthesis and static timing analysis as provided
by a fully synchronous, single-clock-domain design. The
compromise Prism II solution is to use five clock domains:
one for the serial interface, two for transmit, and two for
receive. On the transmit side, all the digital logic runs at
the 11-MHz DSSS chip rate; the output FIR and DACs run
in a 44-MHz domain. Neither of these two clocks runs un-
less transmit operation is active. On the receive side, the
block that calculates the channel impulse response (CIR)
runs on a 44-MHz domain to minimize delay. This section
only runs when an initial carrier-detect condition is met. It
is turned off after CIR estimation is complete. Even within
this 44-MHz block, data paths are zeroed until specifically
called for. The remainder of the receiver runs on a single
22-MHz clock. The interpolation buffer, downconverter and
channel-matched-filter have data paths zeroed until needed,
minimizing power draw when inactive. The various data
paths and state machines for 1-, 2-, 5.5-, and 11-Mb/s sec-
tions do not run unless needed.

V. MAC PARTITIONING AND IMPLEMENTATION

In order to provide access control, addressing, sequencing,
checking, and delimiting functions for delivery of PDUs be-
tween peer LLC entities over the wireless physical layer, the
IEEE 802.11 MAC provides several additional functions, in-
cluding acknowledgment, association, authentication, distri-
bution, power management, and privacy.

A. Service Sets

The set of stations “connected” to a WLAN is often dif-
ferent from the (dynamically changing) set of stations that
are able to exchange frames over the wireless medium. This
requires the IEEE 802.11 MAC to provide a means of identi-
fying those stations logically connected to the network, and
to toleratehidden stations, which receive an indeterminate
subset of the relevant transmissions, and whose transmis-
sions are received by a different, indeterminate subset of rel-
evant stations. Abasic service set (BSS)is the set of IEEE
802.11 stations that comprise a logical network. The process
by which a station joins a BSS is known asassociation, and
involves the exchange of management frames to ensure that
the station implements an acceptable set of MAC and PHY
functions and to establish a common set of operational pa-
rameters for use by all stations in theBSS. IEEE 802.11 MAC
headers include aBSS identifier (BSSID), so stations can de-
tect and discard (valid) frames received from stations in other
BSSs operating in the same volume of space.

To provide wireless coverage for an area comparable to
the physical extent of a wired LAN, IEEE 802.11 uses an
extended service set (ESS). An ESS is a set of BSSs that
appear to be a single BSS to the LLC sublayer at any station
associated with any of those BSSs. Aninfrastructure BSS
is capable of being a member of an ESS, and includes an
access point (AP), which is a station that provides association,
authentication, and distribution services for the BSS. The
IEEE 802.11 MAC includes ascanning function, which
permits stations to locate nearby BSSs. Scanning may be
either passive, where the station listens for the reception of
Beaconframes which are transmitted periodically by each
AP; or active, where the station broadcastsProbe Request
frames, which elicit aProbe Responseframe from each AP
receiving the probe request.

The AP may also provide aportal function, typically im-
plemented as an IEEE 802.1d MAC bridge, to permit commu-
nication between stations on the wired infrastructure and sta-
tions associated with the BSS. Distribution services are used
to forward frames between associated stations over the wire-
less medium as well as to transfer frames between APs in the
ESS. Stations may transfer their association among BSSs of
an ESS while retaining network connectivity by performing
areassociation. IEEE 802.11 also allows anindependent BSS
(IBSS), often referred toasan “adhocnetwork.”An IBSSmay
be convenient for communicating among a dynamic or tem-
porary collection of stations, but lacks association and distri-
bution services, and can only provide a subset of the power
management and frame delivery mechanisms available in an
infrastructure BSS. Because the functionality of an IBSS is a
subset of a BSS, it will not be discussed further.
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Fig. 13. IEEE 802.11 frame format.

B. MAC Frames

The use of a physically open network medium, oper-
ating in a radio frequency band that is shared with other
(non-WLAN) usage, complicates the accurate delimitation
of frame boundaries. The general format of IEEE 802.11
frames is shown in Fig. 13. The beginning of each frame is
identified by a starting delimiter with a bit pattern which is
uniquely distinguishable from the preceding PHY preamble.
Following the starting delimiter (SFD) is aPhysical Layer
Convergence Protocol (PLCP)header that conveys the
frame length as well as PHY-specific signaling information.
The PLCP header error check (HEC) uses a 16-bit CRC.
The end of a frame is determined from the time following
the SFD needed to transfer the number of octets indicated
in the PLCP length field at the data rate indicated in the
PLCP signal field. Use of a CRC-protected length instead
of an ending delimiter allows an accurate determination of
the proper ending time, even if the incoming signal is lost
during frame reception. This is needed for proper operation
of the CSMA/CA arbitration protocol. Accurate length
indication also permits the 32-bit CRC used for the MAC
FCS to be checked at the proper point in the received data
stream, thereby achieving an erroneous frame acceptance
rate of less than 2.3 10 .

Following the PLCP header is the MAC header, which con-
tains frame control, type, address, and sequence control infor-
mation, as well as a duration field that indicates the amount
of time to complete the next stage in the currentframe ex-
change sequence. There are three, and in some cases four, ad-
dress fields in IEEE 802.11 data and management frames be-
cause the dynamic topology of a WLAN requires an explicit
distinction between the SA (source address, identifying the
MACentity that initiated transferof the MSDU), DA (destina-
tion address, identifying the MAC entity or entities intended
to be the final recipient(s) of the MSDU), TA (transmitter ad-
dress, identifying the station that transmitted the MPDU onto
the wireless medium), and the RA (receiver address, identi-
fying the station(s) intended to receive the MPDU from the
wireless medium). On a wired LAN, only two address fields
are needed because and .

C. Frame Exchange Sequences

The BER achieved by wired LAN physical layers is gen-
erally better than 10 , and does not vary significantly over
(short periods of) time, so wired LAN protocols, and higher
layer protocols intended for use over LANs, are intended to
operate in the presence of frame loss rates around 0.1%. The

BER achieved by wireless physical layers varies dynamically
over both time and space, and often is two orders of magnitude
poorer than wired physical layers. LANs are not expected to
provide reliable delivery, but most LLC, network, and trans-
port layer protocols used for reliable and/or acknowledged
delivery are “success oriented,” favoring throughput over
timely retransmission. System performance and perceived
usability suffer severely if higher-layer recovery mechanisms
intended for use on 0.1% of transmitted frames need to be
invoked for 10% of those frames. The IEEE 802.11 MAC
acknowledges successful reception of unicast frames, and
automatically retransmits unacknowledged frames (with sep-
arate retry counts for long and short frames, each controllable
by the management entity), thereby significantly reducing the
frame loss rate visible to LLC and higher layer entities. Trans-
mission of the acknowledgment control frame follow the
end of the frame being acknowledged by a short inter-frame
space (SIFS), which is two slot times shorter than the DCF
inter-frame space (DIFS) used by stations contending for
the right to transmit. This causes the entire frame exchange
sequence to appear as a single instance of network activity to
deferring stations.

The use of acknowledgment and retransmission within the
MAC sublayer introduces the possibility offrame duplica-
tion. Frame duplication occurs when a unicast data or man-
agement frame is received successfully at the RA station, but
the acknowledgment control frame is not received success-
fully by the TA station, thereby causing an unnecessary re-
transmission. Since higher protocol layers are not required
to tolerate duplicated frames, the IEEE 802.11 MAC header
includes a retry bit and a sequence control field that combine
to permit receiving stations to detect and discard duplicates.

When a WLAN is operating in an environment with large
amounts of RF interference, or a large population of stations
contending for the medium, retransmissions of unacknowl-
edged frames may result in inefficient use of time on the
wireless medium, which tends to be the scarcest resource
within the BSS. Therefore, the IEEE 802.11 MAC allows a
frame exchange sequence for MSDUs longer than a speci-
fied threshold to begin with the exchange of a small request
to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) control frames be-
tween the TA and RA stations. A successful RTS-CTS ex-
change establishes that the pair of stations are not hidden
from each other, and activates the virtual carrier sense mech-
anism at other stations surrounding both the TA and RA sta-
tions, thereby reducing substantially the risk of wasting time
transmitting the subsequent long frame.

D. Coordination Function

The IEEE 802.11 MAC uses adistributed coordination
function (DCF)to arbitrate among stations for the right to
transmit onto the wireless medium. The DCF uses carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
with binary exponential backoff (BEB). Collision avoidance
is used instead of the more common collision detection
(CSMA/CD) because useful collision detection requires full
connectivity. With a wireless physical layer, the collision may
prevent frame reception at the intended recipient station while
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Fig. 14. RTS/CTS/data/ACK frame exchange and NAV setting.

the two (or more) transmitting stations are unable to receive
each other’s signals. To provide further protection from
destructive interference due to uncoordinated transmissions
by hidden stations, the carrier sensing employs both the
detection of physical activity on the wireless medium, using
the PHY layer’s CCA function, and a virtual carrier sense
mechanism known as thenetwork allocation vector (NAV).

The NAV can be considered to be a decrementing timer
that is nonzero during periods when a frame exchange
sequence is (believed to be) in progress. IEEE 802.11
MAC headers include a duration field, which contains
the time from the end of this frame until the end of the
current frame exchange sequence. Any station receiving
an error-free frame that is not addressed to itself updates
its NAV to contain the greater of the present NAV value or
the value of the newly received duration field. Whenever
the NAV is nonzero, the DCF considers the medium to
be busy, independent of the state of CCA from the PHY.
A simple example of NAV operation is shown in Fig. 14.
Note that the NAV has the same ending time whether set
from the RTS frame, the CTS frame, or both. This reduces
the probability of destructive interference at the addressed
recipient station, because other stations in the vicinity of the
recipient are likely to receive the CTS frame transmitted by
that station, even if they are not able to detect the RTS frame
and subsequent data frame transmitted by the SA station.
Use of the NAV also reduces interference between stations
in overlapping BSSs because NAV updates from received
frames are independent of BSSID.

The DCF includes three mechanisms that combine to pre-
vent the well-known “capture effect” problem that occurs
on most CSMA protocols with BEB, including IEEE 802.3,
under heavy load conditions. First, stations only decrement
their back off timers when the medium (both CCA and NAV)
is not busy, so the relative queue positions of (most) con-
tending stations is unchanged during periods of deferral to a
busy medium. Second, all stations execute a backoff proce-
dure after successful transmission, which randomizes their
reentry into the set of stations contending for the medium.
Third, separate retry counts are used to determine when to
reset the contention window size and when to abandon trans-
mission attempts for a given frame.

The IEEE 802.11 MAC provides an optionalpoint coordi-
nation function (PCF)that can be used in infrastructure BSSs.
When active, the point coordinator periodically obtains con-
trol of the medium using the DCF, then controls transmissions
during a contention free period, of predefined maximum
length, by initiating transmissions and polling associated

stations. During the contention free period, utilization of the
wireless medium is much more efficient, primarily because
no time is lost due to backoffs nor collisions, but also because
all frames can be separated by SIFS intervals, and acknowl-
edgment can be piggybacked on subsequent data or poll
frames, saving the time to transmit a separate ACK frame. The
PCF is well suited to providing time-bounded, isochronous,
reserved bandwidth, and/or other policy-based quality of
service (QoS) functions within a BSS. Since the PCF operates
on top of the DCF, and contention free periods alternate with
contention periods, IEEE 802.11 does not define the specific
services or policies provided by a point coordinator.

E. Power Management

Power consumption is not an issue in the design of wired
LANs, because utility power is assumed to be available at
every wired LAN connection point. Stations on WLANs
commonly need to operate from battery power, which makes
the reduction of power consumption an important design
consideration. Most of the opportunity to reduce power
consumption by circuit implementation techniques exists
at the PHY layer, because the MAC implementation is
composed of a set of communicating finite state machines,
typically implemented as software or firmware. Most of
these state machines perform no state transitions when
the station is not engaged in a transmission or reception
attempt. However, the system level power consumption can
be reduced significantly by including appropriate power
management functions within the MAC protocol.

A side effect of this nonconcern about power consumption
in the design of wired LANs is that IEEE 802.2 LLC, and most
higher layer protocols, implicitly assume that the receivers
at all stations are enabled continuously. The IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol permits major power savings by allowing
the PHY receiver, not just the PHY transmitter, to be turned
off for significant periods without the station appearing to
be disconnected from the LAN. Except during short bursts,
such as while writing to remote file servers or printers, the
transmitter at a WLAN station is active less than 2% of the
time. Therefore, over the life of a typical battery charge, more
than 90% of the power used by a station is consumed in the
PHY receiver circuitry. During periods when a station is ac-
tive but not performing LAN transfers, the entire PHY can be
turned off as much as 95% of the time, and for low-intensity
LAN communication the receiver can be off 60% to 75%
of the time. This can extend battery life far beyond what is
achievable strictly through power conserving circuit design,
because the power consumption of an enabled but quiescent
receiver cannot be reduced to zero. It has been shown that
stations using power save mode, associated in a point coor-
dinated BSS, can reduce power consumption, averaged over
1-min intervals, by as much as 97.5% relative to stations using
the same PHY implementation but active continuously.

In an IEEE 802.11 BSS, the AP buffers broadcast and mul-
ticast frames, as well as unicast frames addressed to stations
that have indicated to the AP that they are operating in power
save (PS) mode. Each Beacon frame transmitted by the AP
includes aTraffic Information Map (TIM or DTIM), a com-
pressed bitmap that indicates which associated stations have
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buffered traffic. TheDTIM interval BSS operational param-
eter defines the number of beacons containing TIMs between
beacons containing DTIMs (typically zero). Stations in PS
mode activate their receivers once each listen interval, at the
target beacon transmission time (TBTT) for beacons con-
taining DTIMs. Stations in PS mode may also activate their
receivers at TBTTs for beacons containing TIMs (if any).
Buffered broadcast and multicast frames are transmitted by
the AP immediately following each beacon that contains a
DTIM, thereby allowing these group-addressed frames to be
received by all associated stations. Following the reception of
any TIM, or after the group-addressed frames that follow a
DTIM, PS stations that detect the absence of buffered traffic
can disable their receivers until TBTT for the next DTIM,
with no risk of missing a relevant frame.

If a PS station receives a TIM or DTIM that indicates the
existence of buffered frames, that station may elect to remain
active, and request delivery of a buffered frame by sending a
PS-Poll control frame to the AP. In response to each PS-Poll,
the AP transmits the oldest buffered unicast frame for the TA
of the PS-Poll. The “More Data” bit in the frame control field
of this frame is set if additional unicast frames are buffered for
this station, which allows the PS station to determine whether
there is benefit in remaining active and sending additional
PS-Poll frames. The AP ages buffered frames, and discards
them if they remain undelivered for an excessive period.

There is an increase in transaction latency when commu-
nicating with stations using PS mode. This added latency
is bounded, and can be controlled by changing the values
used for the beacon interval and the DTIM interval to avoid
causing timeouts at higher protocol layers. The AP indicates
the existence of buffered, unicast frames, but only transmits
those frames in response to requests from the PS station. This
permits local decision making at the remote (battery oper-
ated) station about how long to leave its receiver enabled,
when to request delivery of buffered frames, and whether to
switch to active mode temporarily during bursts of heavier
network activity involving that station.

F. Security and Privacy

Wired LANs assume the owner of the LAN has physical
control over the network, and can take appropriate measures
to secure the physical medium from unauthorized access.
Under this assumption, receipt of a well-formed frame from
the wired medium isprima facieevidence that the sending
station is authorized to communicate on the network. The
wireless medium is physically open, with no easily enforced
barriers to unauthorized transmission of frames that appear
to belong on a particular network, nor to the unauthorized re-
ception of frames (“eavesdropping”). The IEEE 802.11 MAC
includes anauthenticationfunction to establish the identity
of a station prior to allowing the that station to associate with
a BSS or to exchange data frames with other stations. There
is also an optionalwired equivalent privacy (WEP)function
that performs encryption of MAC payload (MSDU) data for
transfer over the wireless medium. The authentication and
WEP functions are do not provide security, which is a func-
tion provided at higher layers of the protocol stack. These
functions are intended to allow the deployment and use of

WLANs in equivalent environments as wired LANs by pro-
viding a qualitatively similar levels of connection control and
communication privacy as inherently exist on wired LANs.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE EXPECTATIONS

As is evident in this paper, WLANs have a significant
number of technical issues that must be considered when de-
veloping both the system and circuit level solutions. Among
these is low-power operation. The biggest impact on mini-
mizing power is in the total system architecture where clever
use of sleep protocols and intelligent listening for valid sig-
nals is utilized. At the circuit level, specific performance re-
quirements must be met, and power is frequently a design
tradeoff. The general approach is to assure that parameters
such as range (receiver noise figure, PA output power) and
multipath (linearity) are met with the most power-efficient
approaches possible. This may mean that power is not the
primary consideration in all cases. As a result, the protocol
is designed to provide power management so that critical per-
formance requirements can be met without fear of significant
power drain.

Future WLAN networks will have similar environmental
constraints, but will also need to run at higher data rates. At
the same time, technology will advance to combat and offset
the potential power increases. New signaling schemes that
reduce the peak to average power requirements and permit
reduced PA backoff are in development. Such signaling
schemes may also be more immune to nonlinear channel
effects, which will permit higher efficiency PA approaches
and, hence, have significant power impact. More efficient
radio architectures such as zero IF or image rejection/low
IF approaches will minimize the amount of off-chip I/O
and drive requirements. Finally, IC process technology will
continue to advance via Moores law for the next several
years. Smaller physical dimensions will permit faster device
speed at much lower current. This will have an impact from
the front-end LNA all the way through to the host interface.

With these advances and others not yet envisioned, highly
portable, high-speed and power-efficient wireless data net-
works will continue to evolve.
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